UPPER BRACKET (1st-8th)

Final
Winner SFA - Winner SFB

Quarterfinal A (QFA)
A1 - B2

Semifinal A (SFA)
Winner QFA - Winner QFB

Quarterfinal B (QFB)
C1 - D2

Bronze Match
Loser SFA - Loser SFB

Quarterfinal C (QFC)
A2 - B1

Quarterfinal D (QFD)
C2 - D1

Semifinal A for Places 6-8 (SFA5-8)
Loser QFA - Loser QFB

5th/6th Placement Game
Winner (SFA5-8) - Winner (SFB5-8)

7th/8th Placement Game
Loser (SFA5-8) - Loser (SFB5-8)

LOWER BRACKET (9th-16th)

Quarterfinal A for Places 9-16 (QFA9-16)
A3 - B4

Semifinal A for Places 9-12 (SFA9-12)
Winner (QFA9-16) - Winner (QFB9-16)

Quarterfinal B for Places 9-16 (QFB9-16)
C3 - D4

9th/10th Placement Game
Winner (SFA9-12) - Winner (SFB9-12)

11th/12th Placement Game
Loser (QFA9-12) - Loser (QFB9-12)

13th/14th Placement Game
Winner (SFA13-16) - Winner (SFB13-16)

15th/16th Placement Game
Loser (SFA13-16) - Loser (SFB13-16)

Quarterfinal C for Places 9-16 (QFC9-16)
A4 - B3

Quarterfinal D for Places 9-16 (QFD9-16)
C4 - D3

Semifinal B (SFB)
Winner QFC - Winner QFD

Semifinal B for Places 5-8 (SFB5-8)
Loser QFC - Loser QFD

Semifinal B for Places 9-12 (SFA9-12)
Semifinal B for Places 13-16 (SFB13-16)

Semifinal B for Places 5-8 (SFB5-8)
Loser QFC - Loser QFD

13th/14th Placement Game
Winner (SFA13-16) - Winner (SFB13-16)

15th/16th Placement Game
Loser (SFA13-16) - Loser (SFB13-16)